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Abstract

Epidemic protocols are a bio-inspired communication and computation pa-
radigm for large-scale network system based on randomised communication.
These protocols rely on a membership service to build decentralised and
random overlay topologies. In large-scale, dynamic network environments,
node churn and failures may have a detrimental effect on the structure of
the overlay topologies with negative impact on the efficiency and the accu-
racy of applications. Most importantly, there exists the risk of a permanent
loss of global connectivity that would prevent the correct convergence of
applications. This work investigates to what extent a dynamic network
environment may negatively affect the performance of Epidemic member-
ship protocols. A novel Enhanced Expander Membership Protocol (EMP+)
based on the expansion properties of graphs is presented. The proposed
protocol is evaluated against other membership protocols and the compara-
tive analysis shows that EMP+ can support faster application convergence
and is the first membership protocol to provide robustness against global
network connectivity problems.

Keywords: Epidemic protocols, expander graphs, node churn, large-scale
systems, decentralised algorithms

1. Introduction

In order to disseminate information in large-scale networked systems,
centralised approaches are not efficient and robust solutions as they may
suffer from communication bottlenecks and fault intolerance. Epidemic, or
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Gossip-based, protocols are a fully decentralised paradigm for communi-
cation and computation, which are intrinsically fault-tolerant. They have
been shown to be particularly suitable for information dissemination and
data aggregation in large-scale networks.

A number of applications based on Epidemic protocols have been pro-
posed to serve different purposes in different environments. For exam-
ple, Epidemic protocols have been employed to implement applications for
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay networks [1, 2, 3], distributed computing [4],
mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) [5], wireless sensor networks (WSN)
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10], failure detection [11], distributed data mining [12, 13, 14]
and exascale high performance computing [15, 16, 17].

The fundamental mechanism of Epidemic protocols inherits the advan-
tages of robustness and scalability from a randomised communication strat-
egy. To perform randomised communication, a peer sampling operation is
required to be available as an underlying network service. In large-scale and
dynamic networks it is unrealistic to assume that each node has a complete
knowledge of the global topology. In this context, Epidemic Membership
Protocols are used to provide a practical implementation of the peer sam-
pling service, which returns a random node with uniform probability, simi-
larly to a random selection from the global view of the system [18]. Instead
of maintaining a complete list of nodes at each node, a membership protocol
builds a local partial view (cache) of the system, which is continuously and
randomly changed. The distributed set of local views implicitly defines a
dynamic overlay topology.

Several membership protocols have been proposed (e.g., [19, 20, 21]),
which have been designed for generating random overlay topologies. Among
other properties of graphs, the expansion quality is a fundamental mathe-
matical concept [22] that provides a direct measure of the ability of a graph
to support fast information propagation. The expansion property of graphs
[23] has inspired the Expander Membership Protocol (EMP) [24]. EMP is
based on a push-pull scheme that introduces a bias in the random node se-
lection in order to maximize the expansion property of the overlay topology.

A specific aim of this work is to address the problems that arise in
Epidemic protocols when adopted in dynamic networks. Node churn and
node failures have a detrimental effect on the overlay topology and its global
connectivity can be significantly weakened. Failed nodes leave behind cache
entries referring to them, which have become invalid (broken links). A de-
crease of the propagation efficiency and a loss of global connectivity are
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the two main issues that may be caused by a degradation of the overlay
topology. Surprisingly, in weakly connected overlay topologies, the internal
mechanisms of membership protocols can turn the topology from a single
connected component into multiple connected components, seriously hin-
dering the accuracy and performance of the applications.

Many membership protocols provides mechanisms aimed at maintaining
the global connectivity in strongly connected graphs, while none of them
has been devoted to recover the connectivity when lost. This work includes
an analysis of the external causes and of the internal mechanisms in mem-
bership protocols that may cause a loss of the global connectivity.

In this work a comprehensive description and analysis of the Enhanced
Expander Membership Protocol (EMP+) is provided. The objectives of
EMP+ are preserving the global connectivity and providing fast and robust
convergence to random overlay topologies to support the convergence speed
of applications. EMP+, is obtained with the introduction of two proce-
dures into EMP, the Interleave Management Procedure (IMP) [25] and a
connectivity recovery mechanism.

EMP+ is an epidemic membership protocol that, apart from being fault-
tolerant and scalable as any epidemic protocol, exhibits a better perfor-
mance in terms of the convergence speed of global aggregation operations
than previous protocols. Moreover, EMP+ has unique features that ad-
dress some real network issues for asynchronous and dynamic conditions.
The main contributions of EMP+ are as follows:

• it limits the negative effects of message interleaving events,

• it incorporates a novel mechanism for global connectivity recovery,

• it efficiently addresses the problem of broken links caused by churn
and failures and

• it ultimately improves the convergence speed of global aggregation
operations under dynamic network conditions.

A detailed comparative analysis for both static and dynamic networks is
carried out for several membership protocols and with three different types
of initial overlay topology. The experimental analysis shows that EMP+
improves the convergence speed of global data aggregation operations and
is the only membership protocols that is able to recover from the loss of
global connectivity.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews related
work on Epidemic membership protocols and discusses their mechanisms
and drawbacks. The intuition behind EMP+ and a detailed description of
its internal mechanisms are presented in Sections 3 and 4. The simulations
that were carried out, the experimental results and their analysis are pre-
sented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions and provides
possible directions of future work.

2. Membership Protocols

The node sampling service provided by Epidemic Membership Protocols
is considered a fundamental abstraction in distributed systems [18]. In
large-scale systems, nodes cannot build and maintain a complete directory
of memberships. A membership protocol builds and maintains a partial
view of the system, which is used to provide the random node selection
service. The distributed set of views implicitly defines an overlay topology
G = (V,E). A membership protocol periodically and randomly changes
the local views, thus generating a sequence of random overlay topologies
Γ = {Gi}, with Gi = (Vi, Ei) being the overlay topology at the protocol
cycle i.

The required assumptions are that the physical network topology is a
connected graph, a routing protocol is available and an initialisation mech-
anism for the overlay topology is provided. Typically the formulation of
Epidemic protocols is based on a periodic process (Gossip cycle) for the
exchange of the local state with a random node in the system.

Several membership protocols have been proposed in the literature. This
section describes how they provide the node sampling service and the broken
link removal mechanism, and the drawbacks of their specific algorithms.

The Node Cache Protocol [21] is a simple membership protocol that
adopts a symmetric push-pull mechanism to exchange and shuffle local
membership information (node cache). At each node, the protocol con-
tains a local cache Q of node identifiers (|Q| ≤ qmax), where qmax is the
maximum local cache size (this parameter is applied to all membership pro-
tocols used in this work). At each cycle, the local cache is sent in a push
message to a node randomly selected from the local cache. When a push
message is received, the local cache is sent in a reply (pull message) to the
remote node originating the push message. The local cache is merged with
the remote cache and the remote node ID (refreshing mechanism). The lo-
cal cache is finally trimmed by randomly eliminating the number of entries
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exceeding qmax. In the Node Cache Protocol, the trimming operation is
the component that may cause connectivity problems, because the removed
entries could be the single link between two connected components in an
overlay topology with weak connectivity. The Node Cache Protocol does
not provide an explicit mechanism to remove broken links.

Cyclon [19] is a membership protocol that is an enhanced version of a
basic node cache shuffling. The mechanism of Cyclon is similar to the Node
Cache Protocol, which also adopts a push-pull mechanism. In Cyclon, cache
entries are assigned an age attribute to limit their lifetime. At each cycle,
a number of entries randomly selected from the local cache are sent (push
message) to the node corresponding to the oldest entry in the local cache.
When a push message is received, the node replies with a pull message con-
taining a number of randomly selected entries from its local cache. The
received entries are used to replace the donated entries at both ends. Con-
nectivity problems in Cyclon may arise when there is message interleaving
between independent pairs of push-pull exchanges involving the same node.
Message interleaving has been identified as a potential threat to the accu-
racy of those Epidemic aggregation protocols [21] that would require the
push-pull operation to be atomic. Similarly, message interleaving in Cy-
clon introduces the risk of removing critical cache entries, as in distributed
asynchronous systems the atomicity of the push-pull operation for the cache
exchange is not guaranteed. In Cyclon, the broken link removal mechanism
is a separate process, which adopts a maximum cache entry lifetime and a
message timeout to detect failed nodes and to remove the broken links.

Eddy [20] is arguably the most complex membership protocol. In or-
der to provide a better random distribution of node samples in the system,
Eddy tries to minimize temporal and spatial dependencies between local
caches. The mechanism in Eddy can be separated into two independent
processes: cache mixing (gossiping) and cache item refreshing. Cache mix-
ing is based on a symmetric push-pull operation: some local cache entries
are removed and sent to a random peer for an exchange. Item refreshing
adopts a maximum cache entry lifetime and a push-forwarding mechanism.
Expired entries are replaced with fresh entries: when an item in the local
cache expires, the node generates a new item with its own identifier and
sends it to a random node within two hops. The cache item refreshing pro-
cedure in Eddy provides an effective mechanism for removing invalid cache
entries generated by node churn and node failures. However the shuffling
mechanism introduces a problem when an invalid link is selected for an
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exchange and in early timeouts. A message timeout is raised when a pull
message does not arrive within the expected time interval: the list of en-
tries that were sent in the push message are reinserted in the local cache.
However, if the pull message arrives after the timeout, the remote entries in
the pull message are discarded. The refreshing process of Eddy is effective,
however it adopts an entry removal mechanism that can cause connectivity
problems and introduces a significant communication overhead.

2.1. The Expander Membership Protocol (EMP)

Memberships protocols can be considered as a distributed implementa-
tion of multiple random walks and aim to transform any connected overlay
topology into a sparse random graph, which provides strong connectivity
and high robustness to the system. EMP ([24]) is designed with these con-
siderations and is based on the concept of expander graphs.

Expander graphs, or simply expanders, are sparse graphs that have
strong connectivity properties. A graph is described as an expander when
any vertex subset (not too large) has a relatively large set of one-hop distant
neighbours. A few alternative definitions of the graph expansion property
exist: the vertex expansion, the edge expansion or the spectral gap. In this
work, the definition of expanders based on the vertex expansion is used and
the minimum vertex expansion index, as defined in [24], has been adopted.

EMP adopts a symmetric push-pull mechanism with a push-forwarding
mechanism (quasi-random gossiping). At each Gossip cycle and at each
node i, a destination node x0 is randomly chosen from the local cache Qi.
A push message mi containing the local cache Qi is sent to x0. When node
x0 receives the push message, it computes a measure of neighbourhood
similarity (Qx0 ∩Qi) between the local cache Qx0 and the remote cache Qi.
The message is accepted if there is low similarity, that is, if |Qx0∪Qi∪{i}| ≥
2 · qmax, where qmax is a maximum local cache size and {i} is introduced
as refreshing mechanism. If the push message is accepted, the two caches
are merged to generate two disjoint partitions and a pull message is sent to
node i with one of the two partitions. If the push message is not accepted,
the message mi is forwarded to a node x1 randomly selected from the local
cache of node x0. This procedure is repeated up to a maximum number of
hops (hmax). If no node along the random walk of the message mi exactly
matches the criterion, the message is finally sent to the visited node with
the minimal neighbourhood similarity.

The aim of this random walk is to maximize the expansion quality of
the overlay topology by exchanging and merging membership information
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(a) without message interleaving

(b) with message interleaving

Figure 1: The scenarios of message transmission with and without message interleaving

between nodes with low neighbourhood similarity. Hence, clusters of nodes
with high neighbourhood similarity are expected to break up sooner than
in the 1-hop push-pull scheme used in most protocols.

3. Message Interleaving

In real-world distributed systems, applications have often to cope with
asynchronous communication and network latency. As a result of these,
there is the possibility that a node accepts a pull message whilst it is waiting
for a pull message. This event is referred to as message interleaving. In
weakly connected overlay topologies, message interleaving can lead to the
loss of the global connectivity [25].
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To describe the effect of message interleaving, it is better to start with
comparing two message transmission scenarios: with and without message
interleaving. The first scenario (figure 1(a)) considers three nodes (i, j and
k), which are exchanging their membership information without interleav-
ing. First, node i sends a push message to node j; then node i receives
a pull message from node j. Eventually node k sends a push message to
node i and, finally, node i sends a pull message to node k. In this scenario,
the two independent push-pull operations happen in the expected sequence
without message interleaving.

Let Qi be the local cache at node i, the sequence of events at node i are
as follows.

1. Node i sends a push message (Qi) to node j.

2. Node i receives a pull message (Q′i and Q′j) from node j.

3. Node i updates the local cache Qi ← Q′i.

4. Node i receives a push message (Qk) from node k.

5. Node i merges Q′i and Qk and generates two partitions Q′′i and Q′k.

6. Node i updates the local cache Q′i ← Q′′i .

7. Node i sends a pull message (Q′k and Q′′i ) to node k.

The second scenario (figure 1(b)) is similar to the first scenario, except
that the two push-pull operations are overlapped and message interleaving
occurs. Node i sends a push message to node j. Before node i can receive
a pull message from node j, it accepts a push message from node k. The
sequence of events at node i are as follows.

1. Node i sends a push message (Qi) to node j.

2. Node i receives a push message (Qk) from node k.

3. Node i merges Qi and Qk and generates two partitions Q′i and Q′k.

4. Node i updates the local cache Qi ← Q′i.

5. Node i sends a pull message (Q′i and Q′k) to node k.

6. Node i receives a pull message (Q′′i and Q′j) from node j.

7.

(a) Node i updates the local cache Qi ← Q′′i .
OR

(b) Node i detects message interleaving and performs IMP.

After step 6 the three local caches have been updated (Q′i, Q
′
k, Q

′
j) and

an additional buffer (Q′′i ) has been received at node i. In step 7, if node i
8



Figure 2: The snapshot of cache configuration when node i detects a message interleaving
event

would perform the simple update operation of 7(a), as in the case without
message interleaving, there would be a risk of removing critical links, thus
exposing the system to potential connectivity problems. Alternatively, node
i can actually detect the message interleaving event in 7(b) and a more
complex operation, the Interleaving Management Procedure (IMP), can be
performed to process the incoming pull message.

Figure 2 is a snapshot of the cache configuration after step 6, when node
i detects the message interleaving event. The problem in this configuration
is that some duplicated cache entries have been generated by the two merg-
ing operations. The total number of cache entries in the whole system is
bounded by N · qmax, where N is the number of nodes. When a cache du-
plicate is generated, another cache entry needs to be discarded in order to
accommodate the duplicate. Duplicates negatively affect the node outde-
gree distribution in the system and introduce the risk that critical links are
arbitrarily removed.

Duplicated entries must be detected and eliminated when possible. In
this case, the number of duplicates introduced in the system is bounded by
the number of entries in Q′′i . The next section describes the procedure used
to detect and discard duplicated cache entries.
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3.1. Detection of Cache Duplicates

The aim of this procedure is to identify and eliminate the duplicated
entries generated by the message interleaving event. Let us assume that
the initial local caches (Qi, Qj and Qk) of the three nodes in the message
interleaving scenario do not share any entry, that isQi∩Qj = ∅, Qi∩Qk = ∅
and Qj ∩ Qk = ∅. The duplicates have been generated because the push-
pull operations between i, j and k have not been performed atomically:
the merge and partition operation on Qi and Qj has generated Q′j and Q′′i
at node j, while node i has changed its local cache. Figure 2 shows the
possible sets of duplicated entries in the four caches of the scenario when
node i detects the interleaving event (after step 6).

In order to detect and remove duplicated entries, node i requires the
information of the four partitions generated by the two merging operations:
Q′i and Q′k are locally available at node i; Q′′i and Q′j can both be received
by i in the pull message from node j.

The possible sets of duplicates in these four buffers correspond to
(
4
2

)
= 6

possible combinations. Two combinations cannot generate duplicates, as
Q′i ∩ Q′k = ∅, Q′j ∩ Q′′i = ∅. Four sets of potential duplicates can be
identified and are shown as four cases in figure 2: 1) Q′′i ∩ Q′k, 2) Q

′
i ∩ Q′′i ,

3) Q′i ∩Q′j, 4) Q
′
k ∩Q′j.

In the figure some buffer subsets have been indicated as ’drop’ and oth-
ers as ’keep’: node i can identify and drop the duplicates of three cases.
However, it is not possible for node i to remove all of the duplicates, be-
cause node i cannot remove the duplicates of case 4, which are located in
node j and node k.

A mechanism (IMP) to manage the effect of message interleaving and
remove most of duplicates has been designed and is based on this analy-
sis. This procedure can reduce the likelihood of connectivity problems, but
cannot eliminate the risk completely (case 4). For this reason, a further
mechanism for connectivity recovery is also required.

4. The Enhanced Expander Membership Protocol

The previous section presented the details of how to detected and elim-
inate duplicates in order to reduce the degradation of the overlay topology
and the risk of connectivity problems due to message interleaving events.
However, the problem has not been eliminated completely and, moreover, as
discussed in section 2, there are other mechanisms in membership protocols
which can also affect the quality of the overlay topology.
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In graphs with strong connectivity, e.g. a random graph, these problems
may not occur as these topologies are robust by definition. But, in weakly
connected overlay topologies, e.g. a ring of communities [24], discarding
even a few critical cache entries may cause the loss of global connectivity.

For this reason EMP+, an enhancement of EMP, is obtained with the
introduction of two procedures into EMP the Interleave Management Pro-
cedure (IMP) and a connectivity recovery mechanism. The goal of EMP+ is
maintaining a global connectivity, while still supporting a good convergence
speed of the applications. This section explains the details of the algorithm
including the cache entries shuffling mechanism, IMP, the connectivity re-
covery mechanism and the broken link removal.

i a node in the network, i ∈ V , where V is the set of nodes
Qi main cache at node i, |Qi| ≤ qmax

qmax maximum main cache size
Ri reserve cache at node i, |Ri| ≤ rmax

rmax maximum reserve cache size
Hi history cache at node i
hl history cache item lifetime (number of cycles)
hmax maximum number of hops in random walks
m→ push message with payload:

- s, node originating the push
- Qs, main cache at s
- d, current best destination node
- vd , current minimum overlap
- h, hop count

m← pull message with payload:
- d, node originating the pull
- Q, set of donated cache entries
- Qd, main cache at node d

Table 1: Notation adopted in the EMP+ pseudocode

Table 1 describes the notation adopted in the following algorithms. Al-
gorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of EMP+. The fundamental mechanism
of EMP+ is based on EMP [24], which is also reviewed in section 2.1.

The connectivity recovery method is based on a reserve cache Ri, which
is used to store the entries that are removed during the merging operation.
To avoid that the size of the reserve cache may grow indefinitely, a maximum
reserve cache size (rmax) is enforced.

A storage of the entries donated with pull messages is required and a
history cache Hi is introduced for this purpose (line 16). In this cache,
entries are associated with a maximum lifetime to avoid that this cache
may grow indefinitely.

Lines 10 and 11 describe how entries from the reserve cache are used
11



Algorithm 1 EMP+
1: procedure SendPushMessage
2: remove expired entries from Hi

3: j← get the oldest node from Qi

4: send a push message to j :m→(s = i ,Qs = Qi , d = null , vd =∞, h = 0 )

5:

6: procedure ReceivePushMessage( message m→)
7: compute total cache size v = |Qi ∪m→.Qs ∪ Ri |
8: if (v + 1 ≥ 2 ∗ qmax ) or (m→.h > hmax ) then
9: Qm ← Qi ∪m→.Qs

10: while (|Qm|+ 1 < 2 ∗ qmax) and (|Ri| > 0) do
11: insert entry from Ri into Qm

12: while (|Qm|+ 1 < 2 ∗ qmax) do
13: insert random entry into Qm

14: randomly partition Qm into Q1 and Q2(|Q1 ∪ {m→.s}| = |Q2| = qmax)
15: update local main cache: Qi ← Q1 ∪ {m→.s}
16: add the donated cache entries to the history cache: Hi ← Hi ∪Q2

17: send a pull message to m→.s :m←(d = i ,Q = Q2 ,Qd = Qi )
18: else if (m→.h < hmax ) then
19: if v < m→.vd then
20: set m→.d = i and m→.vd = v

21: select random node j from Qi

22: m→.h ++
23: send m→ to j
24: else if (m→.h == hmax ) then
25: m→.h ++
26: send m→ to m→.d

27:

28: procedure ReceivePullMessage( message m←)
29: if message interleaving == false then
30: update local main cache: Qi ← m←.Q
31: else
32: perform IMP(m←)

33: while |Ri| > rmax do
34: remove the oldest entry in Ri

during the merge operation to generate the two disjoint partitions Q1 and
Q2. Lines from 28 to 34 describe the procedure to process incoming pull
messages with and without message interleaving. If there is no message
interleaving, the local cache can be immediately updated with the content
of the message. When message interleaving occurs, the procedure IMP is
performed.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of IMP, which performs the removal
of the duplicated entries. Lines from 2 to 7 show how the duplicates from
the cases 1, 2 and 3 are detected and discarded. IMP is the only procedure
in EMP+ that inserts entries into the reserve cache as shows in line 10.

The broken link removal process is embedded into two mechanisms of
EMP+: the shuffling operation and IMP. In the shuffling operation (Algo-
rithm 1), the item lifetime is used to select the oldest entry in the main
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Algorithm 2 IMP
1: procedure IMP( message m←)
2: D1 ← m←.Q ∩Hi, detect and remove the duplicates from case 1
3: m←.Q← m←.Q \D1

4: D2 ← m←.Q ∩Qi, detect and remove the duplicates from case 2
5: m←.Q← m←.Q \D2

6: D3 ← Qi ∩m←.Qd, detect and remove the duplicates from case 3
7: Qi ← Qi \D3

8: T ← Qi ∪m←.Q, create a temporary cache
9: while |T | > qmax do

10: remove the oldest entry in T and add it to Ri

11: while |T | < qmax and |Ri| > 0 do
12: remove the oldest entry in Ri and add it to T

13: while |T | < qmax do
14: select a random entry from the duplicates and add it to T

15: update local main cache: Qi ← T

cache (line 3) for the push operation. The selected entry is flagged and the
push operation also serves as a failure detection mechanism for the removal
of the broken links. When a push message is sent, if a source node does not
receive the pull message within an expected time interval, it then assumes
that the peer node has failed or has left the system. Early timeouts may
occur and can be tolerated because of the refreshing mechanism.

Another mechanism to remove broken links is provided by IMP. It has
already been mentioned that the main goal of IMP is to protect the global
connectivity from the negative effect of message interleaving events. How-
ever, a secondary effect is that the number of broken links is reduced: in line
10 of Algorithm 2 older entries of the main cache are moved to the reserve
cache. Some broken links in the reserve cache may return into the main
cache, nevertheless the shuffling mechanism can select and discard them.

5. Experimental Analysis

The experimental analysis aims at evaluating EMP+ and comparing it
against other membership protocols by means of simulations. The simu-
lations have been carried out in PeerSim [26], a Peer-to-Peer Java-based
network simulator based on discrete events. Five membership protocols
(Table 2) have been included in the simulations, where their parameters
have been set for best performance according to the references and a pre-
liminary analysis. In particular, the effects of the EMP+ parameters have
been discussed in details in section 5.4.

An ideal random membership protocol has also been included to provide
a benchmark performance. The protocol generates a random regular graph
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at each iteration based on the global knowledge of the system.

Membership Protocol Parameters
Node Cache Protocol [21] qmax = 30
Cyclon [19] qmax = 30
Eddy [20] shuffle length= 6
EMP [24] qmax = 30 and hmax = 5
EMP+ qmax = 30, hmax = 5, rmax = 100 and hl = 2
Ideal random membership protocol qmax = 30

Table 2: Membership protocols and their parameters

The simulations are based on an asynchronous network model and a
Gossip cycle structure similar to [21] with random clock offsets, randomised
initiation of push messages and uniform distribution of network latency. It
is assumed the physical network topology is connected and a lossless routing
protocol (e.g., TCP) is available. Three different initial overlay topologies
have been used: a regular ring lattice [24], a ring of communities [24] and a
regular random graph. In each test the initial overlay topology, the refresh
rate of Eddy and the shuffle length of Cyclon have been set according to
the aim of the specific test and are reported.

The tests have been grouped in four sets and presented in the following
sections. First the convergence speed of an Epidemic application is investi-
gated. In particular, the tests intend to show how the different membership
protocols may affect the convergence speed of a data aggregation task. The
second group of simulations is used to investigate how the different proto-
cols may preserve or loose the global connectivity of the overlay topology.
In the third group of simulations the effect of node failures on a random
overlay topology is analysed. This analysis is important because it shows
how membership protocols can recover the structure of the overlay topology
from the degradation generated by node churn and failures. Finally, a set of
simulations is used to study the importance of the EMP+ parameters and
their effect on its performance.

5.1. Application Convergence Speed

This section shows how membership protocols can affect the convergence
speed of a global aggregation task when the overlay topology is not an ideal
random graph.

Each node holds a local value and requires to compute the global average
of the distributed set of values. A peak distribution of the distributed values
is used: the peak value is set equal to the network size and the target
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Figure 4: Minimum expansion quality of the graph (initial overlay: regular ring lattice;
network size: 100000)

global average is 1. The aggregation task is performed by means of an
Epidemic aggregation protocol, the Symmetric Push Sum Protocol (SPSP)
[12]. SPSP is used at each node to estimate the global average and the
variance of the estimated values in the network is used to determine the
speed of convergence of the application.

A random graph would be ideal to support a fast information propaga-
tion in the network. The speed of rewiring from the initial overlay topology
into a random graph affects the convergence speed of the aggregation task.
The initial topology is set as a regular ring lattice, which is far from random.
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In this test Eddy refreshing mechanism is executed every 10 cycles and the
shuffle length of Cyclon is set to 24 for a faster graph rewiring.

The ideal random membership protocol is the only protocol that can use
a random overlay topology from the first cycle and is used to provide an
ideal performance.

Figure 3 show the variance of the estimated aggregation values in the
network over time. A curve with a constant slope in the chart indicates
an exponential convergence to the target value. EMP and EMP+ are the
protocols that provide the closest convergence speed to the ideal slope.

At the beginning of the simulation the overlay topology is far from ran-
dom and the membership protocols are expected to rewire the graph in such
a way to quickly converge to a random graph. Obviously different mem-
bership protocols perform this operation at different rates. The minimum
expansion index [23, 24] of the overlay topology can be used to measure
directly the ability of a protocol to rewire the overlay topology. For the
same simulation settings of figure 3 the minimum expansion index is shown
in figure 4. The horizontal line at 0.6 of the ideal random protocol provides
the target for the performance of the other protocols. The other protocols
start with a very poor expansion quality (index close to 0) and gradually
improve it while they rewire the graph. The results of the figures 3 and 4
show that the speed of graph rewiring and the convergence speed of an Epi-
demic aggregation have a clear correlation. EMP is the fastest membership
protocol that can transform the overlay topology. Nevertheless, EMP+ is
able to reach the best expansion quality and is the most similar to the ideal
random protocol.

5.2. Global Connectivity

In this set of simulations, each protocol was run for 100 Gossip cycles
and each simulation was repeated for 20 times with different seeds of the
random number generator. The initial topology is a ring of communities
which presents a strong local connectivity and a weak global connectivity.
The topology was generated with 100 well connected communities of 1000
nodes. The refresh rate of Eddy is set to 10 cycles. The shuffle length of
Cyclon is set to 12 for reducing the chance of removing critical entries.

Figure 5(a) shows the number of trials in which each protocol has lost
the global connectivity over time. In all the 20 trials all the protocols
permanently lost the global connectivity with the exception of EMP+. The
chart shows that EMP+ initially lost the connectivity in all the trials too,
but it was able to recover it in 11 trials.
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Protocol min max avg stddev
Node Cache Prot. 46 66 53.50 5.08
Cyclon 9 34 21.85 5.57
Eddy 6 22 14.80 4.12
EMP 12 27 20.35 4.63
EMP+ 1 5 2.60 1.31

(c) minimum, maximum, average and standard
deviation of the number of connected compo-
nents at cycle 50

Figure 5: Global connectivity test over 20 trials (initial overlay: ring of communities;
network size: 100000)
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Epidemic protocols require a single connected component in order to
work correctly. However, the level of topology disaggregation each protocol
determines is also an indicative measure of robustness. Figure 5(b) shows
the maximum number of connected components over the 20 trials. The
simplest protocol, the node cache protocol, induces the worst level of dis-
aggregation. EMP, Cyclon and Eddy present a similar behaviour: their
curves are monotonic in the sense that once a connected component is iso-
lated from the rest of the network, connectivity to the rest of the system
cannot be recovered. In EMP+, initially the maximum number of connected
components also grows, but it is then reduced to 4 in the second part of
the time interval. EMP+ has the smallest maximum number of connected
components and its non-monotonic curve indicates the ability to recover
from the loss of global connectivity.

Additional statistics have also been analysed: the minimum and the
average follow a similar trend over time. The table in figure 5(c) shows the
additional statistics at cycle 50, at which the protocols have reached their
steady state.

5.3. Node Failures

The aim of this group of simulations is to observe the performance of
the membership protocols when node failures occur. In this case the initial
overlay topology is a random regular graph and at cycle #60 20% of the
nodes fail. A fail-stop model has been used: the failed nodes completely
stop working without notice. The failed nodes introduce a significant per-
turbation in the overlay topology: all the cache entries referring to the failed
node are suddenly invalid (broken links). In this case the protocols are ex-
pected to remove the broken links and to replace them with valid entries as
quickly as possible.

In these simulations the refresh rate of Eddy is set to 5 cycles and the
shuffle length of Cyclon is set to 12.

The numbers of broken links over time in the system is shown in figure
6. The membership protocol that is able to remove the broken links faster
is Eddy, followed by EMP+, EMP and Cyclon. The Node Cache Protocol
is the worst protocol, which increases the number of broken links.

It is interesting to observe the minimum expansion index for this set
of simulations in figure 7. After the node failures, the expansion quality
of the protocols suddenly drops. The first observation is that Eddy is the
protocol with the largest expansion quality degradation. There are only
three protocols, namely EMP+, EMP and Eddy, that have the ability to
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Figure 7: Minimum expansion quality of the graph with node failures (initial overlay:
random regular graph; network size: 100000)

recover the expansion quality. EMP+ is the only protocol that can fully
recover to the quality of the initial random topology within the maximum
simulation time.

The relation between the speed of the broken link removal and the min-
imum expansion index can be observed. The number of cycles that the
protocols require to remove broken links is similar to the number of cycles
that they use to recover the expansion quality.

Although Eddy provides the fastest mechanism to remove broken links, it
is not so efficient in term of expansion quality and communication overhead.
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Eddy’s refreshing mechanism efficiently make use of the item lifespan (or
refresh rate) to clean old entries and insert fresh entries into the system.
The majority of the broken links is cleared by Eddy within 5 cycles, which is
the refresh rate used in this case. However, the message overhead associated
to Eddy’s refreshing mechanism is very high. Regardless of node failures,
the total number of messages that Eddy spends over 100 cycles, is more
than 130 million. EMP+ and EMP employ, respectively, about 21 million
and 27 million messages. The membership protocols who adopt a simple
push-pull gossiping, Cyclon and the Node Cache Protocol use exactly 20
million messages as expected.

5.4. EMP+ Parameters

This section provides an analysis of the effect of the important EMP+
parameters. The following four parameters are employed in EMP+:

1. the maximum main cache size (qmax),

2. the maximum hop count (hmax),

3. the maximum reserve cache size (rmax) and

4. the item lifetime in the history cache (hl).

The first parameter qmax is shared by most Epidemic membership pro-
tocols and is used to limit the local view of the global system at each node.
In this section we investigate the effect of the other three parameters which
are specific to EMP+.

The maximum hop count hmax limits the number of times that a push
message can be forwarded in the random walk. The forwarding mechanism
is meant to improve the speed of graph rewiring at the cost of additional
communication. This parameter controls the trade off between the graph
rewiring speed and the extra communication overhead for the forwarding
mechanism.

The speed of graph rewiring can be measured by means of the minimum
expansion index. The results shown in Figure 8(a) were obtained by tests
run on a network of 10000 nodes with an initial regular ring lattice topology
and for various values of the parameter hmax. For hmax = 0 no forwarding
mechanism is used and the push message is always accepted at the first
destination without considering cache similarity. In this case, the index
reaches the ideal value of a random graph after 20 cycles. Any positive
value of hmax provides an improvement in the convergence speed with a
clear saturation for values greater than 5, which is the value used in all the
other simulations. This corresponds to a long enough random walk to find
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Figure 8: Effect of the maximum hop count hmax (initial overlay: regular ring lattice;
network size: 10000)

the node that provides the fastest improvement of the expansion quality of
the overlay topology.

Figure 8(b) show the effect of the parameter hmax on the communication
overhead in terms of the number of messages (send operations) for various
hmax values. As expected, longer random walks require more messages.
The extra communication overhead is used to converge towards a random
overlay topology: the more messages are sent, the faster the overlay topology
is rewired. It is interesting to notice how the extra overhead is greater in the
initial phase when the rewiring process is most needed. After the rewiring
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is complete, every case produces a similar communication overhead because
the overlay topology has already been transformed into a random graph,
which means that a push message has a high likelihood of being accepted at
the first hop similarly to the simple push-pull approach with no forwarding
mechanism (hmax = 0). For this reason choosing the hmax value according
only to the criterion of faster convergence (figure 8(a) is appropriate, since
the extra communication overhead is only temporary.

The maximum reserve cache size (rmax) affects the connectivity robust-
ness of the protocol. This cache holds cache items which are removed from
the main cache and can later be reused. The reserve cache items can help
to prevent and to fix the loss of global connectivity in weakly connected
graphs. The size of this cache is prevented to grow indefinitely by rmax.
However, too small values of rmax may have a detrimental effect: a critical
entry may be removed prematurely from the reserve cache. The evaluation
of the effect of this parameter is carried out in a topology with a ring of
communities and a network size of 10000. Each case with a different rmax

value is tested 20 times with different seeds of the pseudo-random number
generator. Figure 9 shows the number of trials in which the global connec-
tivity was lost. Cases with larger rmax values have less chance of loosing the
connectivity. When the parameter is equal to or larger than 30, the protocol
can always maintain the global connectivity in all tested trials. However,
setting the correct parameter must also consider the network size: a larger
maximum reserve cache size is required for a larger network size. For the
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sake of brevity, this analysis has not been included.
Finally, the lifetime (hl) of the history cache items is the number of

cycles after which items can be removed from the history cache. It is used
to limit the size of the history cache: it is sufficient that items stay in this
cache for a time sufficiently long for the reply (pull) to a push message to be
received. Considering a network of 10000 nodes, at steady state for hl = 1
the average size of the history cache is 81 and at each unit increment of
the parameter, the average size increases by about 30, which corresponds to
the size of the main cache (or the payload of a cache message). The value
of this parameter does not affect the performance of the protocol as far as
it is greater than twice the expected maximum propagation delay in the
network. For this reason a more detailed analysis for this parameter is not
reported.

6. Conclusions

This work has investigated the effect of a dynamic network environ-
ment on the performance of Epidemic membership protocols. The main
task of these protocols is to support fast Epidemic data aggregation and
information dissemination by providing the fundamental network service of
peer sampling. The internal mechanisms of membership protocols trans-
form any overlay topology into a random graph by continuously and ran-
domly rewiring the graph edges. In dynamic environments, node churn and
message interleaving events can be very frequent and can deteriorate the
efficiency of Epidemic applications. Most importantly, in graphs with weak
global connectivity, it has been show that the cache shuffling mechanism
that all protocols adopt, can cause a permanent loss of global connectivity.

In this work, the problems in dynamic environments and the drawbacks
of the previous membership protocols have been identified and discussed.
The main contribution of this work is an Enhanced Expander Membership
Protocol (EMP+), which is suitable for dynamic network conditions. The
design of the protocol is based on the mathematical concept of expander
graph and on the considerations of the effect of message interleaving events
and connectivity problems which may occur in asynchronous and dynamic
environments.

EMP+ has been evaluated by means of several simulations and com-
pared to other membership protocols. The results show that EMP+ is su-
perior to the other protocols in every performance index. Moreover, EMP+
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is the only protocol that has the ability to recover the global connectivity
when lost.

Future work will focus on other network aspects related to real-world
applications, e.g. firewalls, overlay graph initialisation, type of communica-
tion and security issues. Another important aspect to consider is the most
appropriate procedure to let nodes join during the execution. Finally, more
experimental analysis is required to evaluate the protocols in a range of
realistic churn scenarios.
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